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Citizen Observatories

Dedicated communities of citizens, scientists & decision makers relying on ICT-based platforms and tools to actively collaborate in the collection, exchange and use of information & knowledge for a shared purpose.
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LESSONS LEARNED from Ground Truth 2.0

✓ Feasibility & benefits of CO differ per community
   -> flexible, useful, adaptable method
      ▪ geogr. contexts
      ▪ social settings
      ▪ thematic issues
✓ Community building as important as co-designing platform & tools

✓ Value of co-design starts before delivery of platforms, apps, tools

✓ COs ≠ plug & play solutions for data collection
✓ Framing COs: more than just *more data* and not just *about science!*
✓ Stakeholder participation & knowledge co-production
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Starting soon!

CSEOL: Citizen Science Earth Observation Lab

Early 2019: Call for Ideas
Late 2019: Selection & start of 4 pilot projects, 75k EURO funding per pilot

2 year project

To support validation & exploitation of EO using Citizen Science

More info: u.wehn@un.ihe.org (CSEOL Project Coordinator)
Thank you!
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